Maths
We can’t wait to meet you…
All the Maths teachers at Rooks Heath College are very much looking
forward to meeting you, normally during transition days you find out about
us, we find out about you and together we do some Maths. Unfortunately
we won’t meet in person before September, however hopefully completing
this booklet you will be able to find out some facts about the Maths
teachers at Rooks Heath College, do some research into some of our
favourite mathematicians and do some maths either on your own or with
your family/carers.

Secondary
Ready Course
• When you join us in September, we will be using a few different
online resources. It is good for students to get used to using online
platforms and therefore I’d like to introduce Numerise. This is a
company that have produced a free secondary ready maths course.
• Simply register at numerise.com/secondary-ready and complete
the course. It’s only twelve lessons and if you complete them all,
you will be super ready for your Year 7 maths lessons.
• Let us know if you finish it – we can’t wait to hear how you get on.
You can contact Mrs. Zgripcea at
zgripceam@rooksheath.harrow.sch.uk

Meet the department…

In the Maths department we have 13 Maths Teachers.
Throughout this booklet you will find out about some of our favourite
Maths related things. Come back to this page to fill those in, can you find
them all?
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Key Skills…

Mrs. Takhar’s
favourite
number is

When you get to a page like this, spend 10 minutes completing
the skills check questions based on topics from Y6.

Mrs. Zgripcea’ s favourite Mathematician is Fibonacci
who was an Italian man who studied math and theories
back in the 11th century. He discovered a pattern called
the Fibonacci sequence. It's a series of numbers that
starts with 0 and 1, and each number after is found by
adding the two previous numbers (0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5…)The
sequence just keeps going on and on.
Can you find the first 10 numbers in the sequence?

1.01 x 5

The 24 game…

Try this with
your family –
who is the
quickest?

One of our favourite things to do on transition is to play the 24 game. The
aim of the game is to be the first person to make the number 24.
For each game you have 4 numbers, you have to use ALL four numbers, you
can add, subtract, multiply or divide these to make 24.
Example:
2268
To make 24, I can do (8 - 2) x (6 – 2)
8 -2 = 6
6 -2 = 4
6 x 4 = 24
One Dot - Easiest
Now it’s your turn, the 24 cards are below they get harder as you go
through.

Mrs Subra’s
favourite number is
the Golden Ratio

The 24 game…
two Dot - medium

three Dot - harder

Ms. Jain’s
favourite
number is 84
divided by 2

Mrs.Lister’s
favourite number
is 1 + 9 x 8

Albert Einstein (14 March 1879 – 18 April 1955) was a Germanborn physicist who developed the theory of relativity, one of the
two pillars of modern physics. His work is also known for its
influence on the philosophy of science.

Ms. Capper’s
favourite
mathematici
an

Maths Keywords…
Can you find all the keywords you will need for Year 7 at Rooks Heath
College?

Mrs.
Haddow’s
favourite
number is 2
squared

Mrs. Lister’s favourite mathematician is Maryam Mirzakhani (May 12,
1977 – July 14, 2017), an Iranian mathematician and professor of
mathematics at Stanford University. She was acknowledged as one of
the top 10 young minds who have pushed their fields in innovative
directions.

Mrs. Zgripcea ’s Favourite Number
Mrs. Zgripcea couldn’t send her favourite number so instead she has
sent some clues. Can you work out her favourite number?

Bertrand Russell (18 May 1872 – 2 February 1970) was a British
polymath, philosopher, logician, mathematician, historian, writer,
social critic, political activist and Nobel laureate.

Mrs Sritahran’s
favourite
mathematician

Key Skills…

Mr. Bissoon’s favourite
number is the product
of
2x2x2

When you get to a page like this, spend 10 minutes completing
the skills check questions based on topics from Y6.

Mrs. Syed’s
favourite
mathematician

Isaac Newton (4 January 1643 – 31 march 1727) was
an English mathematician, physicist, astronomer,
theologian and author who is widely recognised as
one of the most influential scientists of all time and as
a key figure in the scientific revolution.

Mr Thambiah’s
favourite number
is the value of pi
to 2 decimal
places

Katherine Johnson (26 August 1918 – 24 February 2020) was an
American mathematician whose calculation of orbital mechanics
as a NASA employee were critical to the success of the first and
subsequent U.S. crewed space flights.

Mrs. Subra’s
favourite
mathematician

Code Breaking…
Alan Turing
Alan Turing was a British mathematician. He made
major contributions to the fields of mathematics,
computer science, and artificial intelligence. He
worked for the British government during World War
II, when he succeeded in breaking the secret code
Germany used to communicate.
In September 1939 Great Britain went to war against Germany. During the war, Turing worked at the
Government Code and Cypher School at Bletchley Park. Turing and others designed a code-breaking
machine known as the Bombe. They used the Bombe to learn German military secrets. By early
1942 the code breakers at Bletchley Park were decoding about 39,000 messages a month. At the
end of the war, Turing was made an Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire.

Can you crack the code to reveal the Maths teacher whose favourite
mathematician is Turing?
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32 x 2 =
5 x 11 =
40 ÷ 4 =
12 – (78 – 76) =
9x7=
49 – 14 =

Can you make up some calculations to
spell out your name using the same
code breaker grid?
Can you make up your own message
for a friend to decode?
Ms. Capper’s
favourite number is
the only even prime
number multiplied
by 7

Muhammad ibn Musa al Kwarizmi was a Persian polymath who
produced works on mathematics, astronomy and geography.
Around 820 CE he was appointed as the astronomer and head of
library of the House of Wisdom in Baghdad.
Mrs. Khan
favourite
mathematician

Srinivasa Ramanujan (22 December 1887 – 26 April 1920) was an
Indian mathematician who lived during the British Rule in India.
Though he had almost no formal training in pure mathematics, he
made substantial contributions to many areas of mathematics.

Mrs. Takhar’s
favourite
mathematician

Maths Challenges…
Can you solve all the Maths challenges?
They get more difficult as you get them..

Mrs. Khan’s
favourite
number is 0.508
divided by 10

Key Skills…
When you get to a page like this, spend 10 minutes completing
the skills check questions based on topics from Y6.

Mr. Thambiah’s
favourite
mathematician

Mrs. Sritharan’s
favourite number
is 17.29 multiplied
by 100

G.H. Hardy
G.H. Hardy (7 February 1877 – 1 December
1947) was an English mathematician,
known for his achievements in number
theory and mathematical analysis.

Maths Challenges…
Can you solve all the Maths challenges?
They get more difficult as you get them..

Mrs. Syed’s
favourite
number is
square root of
49

Mary Jackson (9 April 1921 – 11 February 2005) was an American
mathematician and aerospace engineer at the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. She took advanced engineering classes
and, in 1958, became NASA’S first African-American female engineer.

Ms. Jain’s
favourite
mathematician

Thales of Miletus was a Greek mathematician, astronomer and
pre-Socratic philosopher from Miletus in Ionia, Asia Minor. He was
one of the Seven Sages of Greece.

Mrs. Farzady’s
favourite
mathematician

Galileo Galilei (15 February 1554 – 8 January 1642) was an Italian
astronomer, physicist and engineer. Galileo has been called the
“father of observational astronomy”, the “father of modern
physics”, the “father of the scientific method”, and the “father of
modern science”.

Mr. Bissoon’s
favourite
mathematician

Cross Number…
Use the questions below to complete the cross number.

2

1

Across

down

Mrs. Farzady’s
favourite number is
the next number in
this sequence
12, 14, 16, 18, …

